TO: Transmission Facility Coordinating Group

Marjorie Williams, Office of Cable and Communication Services, Chairperson
Carlton Gilbert, M-NCPPC
John Cuff, OMB
Martin Rookard, WSSC
Mary Pat Wilson, MCPS
Dave Niblock, DPS
Steve Batterden, DPW&T
Helen Mu, DTS

FROM: Robert Hunnicutt, Tower Coordinator,
Columbia Telecommunications Corporation

SUBJECT: Tower Group Meeting Agenda for October 7, 2009

The next TFCG meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, October 7, 2009 at 2:00 p.m. in Room #225 of the COB. The agenda for the meeting is as follows:

Consent Agenda Applications:

1. Verizon Wireless application to replace nine panel antennas with 15 panel antennas at the 98' level atop the 83' high Potomac Water Filtration Plant located at 12200 River Road in Potomac (Application #200804-10).

2. Clearwire application to attach dish antennas at the 150' level of the 16-story Classic Residence building located at 8100 Connecticut Avenue in Chevy Chase (Application #200907-19).

3. Clearwire application to attach two dish antennas at the 73' level atop the Phillips Office Building located at 9420 Key West Avenue in Rockville (Application #200907-20).

4. Clearwire application to attach two dish antennas at the 108' level on the penthouse of the Columbia Towers building located at 12001 Old Columbia Pike in Silver Spring (Application #200907-31).

5. Clearwire application to attach one dish antenna at the 175' level of the 161' Promenade apartment building located at 5225 Pooks Hill Road in Bethesda (Application #200907-36).
6. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at approximately the 111', 114', and 117' levels of a 117' monopole on Leaman property located at 13820 Clopper Road in Boyds (Application #200908-06).

7. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 58' level atop the 54' Meadows building located at 12501 Prosperity Drive in Silver Spring (Application #200908-10).

8. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 52' level atop the 45' Crossroads Building property located at 7676 New Hampshire Avenue in Takoma Park (Application #200908-11).

9. Clearwire application to attach two dish antennas at the 125' level of a 120' monopole on MDOT/SHA property located at I-270 & Montrose Road in Rockville (Application #200908-47).

10. Cricket application to attach three antennas at the 170' level of a 200' monopole on Damascus VFD #13 property located at 10211 Lewis Drive in Damascus (Application #200909-01).

11. Cricket application to attach three antennas at the 100' level on the 127' WSSC Brink water tank located at 21701 Ridge Road in Germantown (Application #200910-04).

12. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 119' and 121' levels of a 116' building located at 962 Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring (Application #200910-10).

13. Clearwire application to attach three panel antennas at the 68' level and two dish antennas at the 73' levels of the 98' monopole on Wheaton High School property located at 12501 Dalewood Drive in Silver Spring (Application #200910-12).

14. Clearwire application to attach three antennas at the 75' and two dish antennas at the 80' level of a 99' monopole on Springbrook High School property located at 201 Valley Brook Drive in Silver Spring (Application #200910-13).

Attachment By-Right:

1. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 187' level of the 178' Berkshire Towers (The Enclave) apartment building located at 11235 Oak Leaf Drive in Silver Spring (Application #200907-28). Condition: If interference with County public safety radio service arises, Clearwire must respond to problems within 24-hours to correct or, if no resolution can be found within one week for the
date of notice by the County, Clearwire must terminate service.

2. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 185' level of the 190' monopole located at 16801 Oakmont Avenue in Gaithersburg (Application #200907-32). Condition: Applicant to provide a structural analysis to DPS, with a copy to the Tower Coordinator, which confirms that this structure can safely accommodate attachment of these antennas and related equipment and cabling.

3. Clearwire application to attach three dish antennas at the 87' level of a 140' monopole on Seneca Ayr Farm property located at 13100 West Old Baltimore Road in Boyds (Application #200908-38). Condition: Applicant to provide a structural analysis to DPS, with a copy to the Tower Coordinator, which includes the existing Cricket and proposed Clearwire antennas and any modifications that have been or will be made to the monopole to safely accommodate attachment of these antennas and related equipment and cabling.

4. Clearwire application to attach a total of five dish antennas at the 93' and 96' levels of a 190' monopole on Gate of Heaven property located at 13801 Georgia Avenue in Silver Spring (Application #200909-02). Condition: Applicant to provide a structural analysis to DPS, with a copy to the Tower Coordinator, which confirms that this structure can safely accommodate attachment of these antennas and related equipment and cabling.

5. Clearwire application to attach five dish antennas at the 144' level of a 150' monopole on Colesville Center property located at 49 Randolph Road in Colesville (Application #200909-13). Condition: Applicant to provide a structural analysis to DPS, with a copy to the Tower Coordinator, which confirms that this structure can safely accommodate attachment of these antennas and related equipment and cabling.

6. Clearwire application to attach three panel antennas at the 145' and one dish antenna at the 149' level of a 149' PEPCO transmission line tower #689-E located at 17336 Evangeline Lane in Olney (Application #200908-14). Condition: On meeting screening requirements of §59A-6.14 of the zoning code.

7. Clearwire application to attach one dish antenna at the 135' and three panel antennas at the 139' level of a 139' PEPCO transmission line tower #620-N located at 12457 Falcotbridge Road in North Potomac (Application #200908-15). Condition: On meeting screening requirements of §59A-6.14 of the zoning code.

8. Cricket application to attach three antennas at the 108' level of a 125' PEPCO transmission line tower #59-S located at 17125 Germantown Road in Germantown (Application #200910-02). Condition: On
meeting screening requirements of §59A-6.14 of the zoning code

9. Clearwire application to attach three panel antennas at the 128' level and one dish antenna at the 124' level of a PEPCO transmission line tower #640-S located at Glen Mill Road & White Clover Terrace in Potomac (Application #200910-06). 

Condition: On meeting screening requirements of §59A-6.14 of the zoning code

10. Cricket application to attach three panel antennas at the 110' level on a proposed 10 extension atop a 100' monopole on Extra Space Storage property located at 19500 Frederick Road in Germantown (Application #200908-51).

New Construction by Special Exception:

1. T-Mobile application to construct a new 95' high monopole on Northlake Apartments property located at 14001 Grey Eagle Court in Germantown (Application #200902-03). 

Condition: On approval by the Board of Appeals of a Special Exception and for the site to accommodate equipment for less than three carriers pursuant to §59-G-2.58

2. T-Mobile application to construct a new 120' monopole on the Milton property located at 18420 Whites Ferry Road in Poolesville (Application #200908-45). 

Condition: On approval by the Board of Appeals of a Special Exception and a smaller equipment area for equipment than required pursuant to §59-G-2.58

Discussion Item  Design Changes for Previously Recommended Applications:

1. T-Mobile application #200907-15 @ Cedarburg Monopole: 23700 Stringtown Road in Clarksburg